Category
Questions
Answers (N/A if not applicable)
Description
Provide a detailed description of the issue
When trying to play the "Elex" game (link to the game on steam: https://store.steampowered.com/app/411300/ELEX/ ) on my laptop with Intel Iris Xe graphic card, the game runs relativelly smoothly (fps wise), but I am experiencing black flickering squares, usually when the objects meet the sky. 
I tried changing every single graphic setting, it did not resolve the issue.
Hardware (HW)
Brand and Model of the system.
Lenovo E15 laptop with Intel i7 1165G7 processor and Intel Iris Xe graphic card.

Make and model of any Displays that are used to see the issue (see note2 below).
LFP = Local Flat Panel (Laptop panel)EFP = External Flat Panel (Monitor you plug in)
The issue is reproducible on any display used: the onboard laptop screen, as well as external hdmi displays 

Provide any other hardware needed to replicate the issue.
ie: Cables&brand, cable type [vga, hdmi, DP, etc], dock, dongles/adapters, etc
N/A

Hardware Stepping (see note1 below).
N/A
Software (SW)
SW or Apps version used to replicate the issue.
https://store.steampowered.com/app/411300/ELEX/ 
Configurations
Single display, clone, or extended (see note2 below).
Reproducible on any display

Display resolution & refresh rate setting of each display (see note2 below).
Used 1920x1080@60Hz, but the issue should be reproducible on any resolution and/or refresh rate

AC or DC mode, i.e. is power cable plugged in or not?

How to repro
Please provide steps to replicate the issue. These steps are very crucial to finding the root cause and fix.
A screenshot to illustrate the issue is a huge plus. A video of the failure is even better! Attach to the post or provide the YouTube link.
1.Install and run the game, 
2.move through the cut scene and once the character is movable, look up where the trees meet the sky.
3.
4.
n.

Additional system information
·	Attach the SSU.txt report while making sure you select the option to include 3rd party reports.
·	Attach the report generated by either the Intel Graphics Command Center or the Intel Graphics Control Panel. Instructions can be found here

